
DON’T JUDGE OTHERS IN THEIR SUFFERING!                                                                  

(Sermon for Lent 4 – 22 March 2020 – John 9:1-41) 

In one of my previous Parishes, I had a very regular and committed young parishioner who 

was severely handicapped with cerebral palsy. Let’s call her Linda. Linda was very 

intelligent, but her incapacity was quite debilitating as she was always tripping over herself 

or on the footpath, and often ended up bloodied after a bad fall. She also suffered severe 

epileptic fits as well. So, Linda was a considerable demand on the congregation in their care 

for her. Nevertheless, she was a devoted member of the Parish and on Parish Council and 

deeply involved in the Young Adults Group and our Parish study groups. She lurched around 

on her walking sticks and was very, very independent. However, those who didn’t know her 

assumed she was disabled both in mind and body which was definitely not the case. Her 

mind was as sharp as a tack!  

One evening we were taking a Young Adults Group outing to the city to see a movie and 

then go for coffee and discussion time afterwards.                                                                                 

As we were walking through the city, a group of young ardent evangelical Christians 

stopped and confronted Linda and said to her “Do you believe that Jesus Christ is your Lord 

and Saviour? If you give you heart now to Jesus, then we can pray for you and Jesus will heal 

you of all your infirmities, that sin has sadly afflicted you with.”  

I was appalled at this flagrant abuse of a disabled person, but I held my tongue for a 

moment wondering what Linda would do and say.                                                                                   

She graciously stood tall and said to them: “Thank you for your concern, if it is somewhat 

misplaced. I am already deeply committed to Christ as my Lord and Saviour. However, No, 

God is not going to heal me of my disability. It is mine to cope with in this life and God 

certainly does give me the strength and courage to cope daily with it.”                                              

And then she added: “What arrogance you each have to try to play God with me, and to try 

to lay guilt upon me for my disability. You should be ashamed of yourselves!”  

The rest of our Young Adult’s Group all agreed with her and the ardent Christians melted 

away in embarrassment. This event provided much discussion later over coffee as we 

considered suffering and God, and the complexity of people’s view of sin and guilt.                                                                                                                                                               

This situation is, in a way, something like the blind man in the Gospel story today. Here is a 

man who had been blind since birth, and what did the disciples say to Jesus? “He’s blind, 

therefore who sinned to cause his blindness – the man himself or his parents?”  

What a sad and judgmental and unloving view of God they had!                                                      

Jesus answers: “Neither sinned to cause the blindness This man’s blindness is not a result of 

guilt and sin but of enabling others to have compassion and care to share with others”.                                                 

Jesus doesn’t enter into theological debate about sin and guilt and worthiness. Rather he 

reaches out and touches the man and heals him. There are no questions asked, nor is his 

worthiness explored. The miracle is not so much about the healing of the blind man, but, 



that the disciples and the blind man both begin, in a deeper spiritual way, to receive their 

sight. Only in this way is God’s glory revealed.  

The disciples are led away from judgmentalism and a really skewed view of God, to a place 

of inclusive love and care for those who need it no matter their problem or situation in life. 

The blind man is also led to see that God has not condemned him with blindness for 

anything he or his parents may have done, but God is, in fact, present to all his children in 

whatever affliction that, just part of an imperfect humanity, brings to anyone.                                                                                                                                      

In the wake of the appalling Twin Towers New York terrorist bombings nearly twenty years 

ago, and then the horrendous Boxing Day Tsunami in the Indian Ocean, a couple of years 

later, that killed in the hundreds of thousands, and the awful death toll in the Black 

Saturday bushfires, people were asking about a God who could allow such suffering. 

Indeed, after that appalling tsunami that we have all probably not thought about for a long 

time now, I was asked many times: How do you as a person of faith explain this event?                                                                                                       

My first reaction was to reply as a person of some scientific background and say that the 

tsunami was the result of a natural train of events. The earth’s crust cools and as it does 

huge fissures occur producing what are called fault lines in the earth’s tectonic plates. 

When inner pressures inside the earth’s structures build up enough, then the plates shift 

and earthquakes occur. When these earthquakes are large enough, and when they occur 

under the ocean, then major tidal waves can and do happen. These tidal waves can travel 

across the ocean hundreds of kilometers, until they meet a rising sea bed with shallow 

waters and then tsunamis can and do occur.  

But this is of course not the answer they were really seeking, though it may be of some 

helpful explanation to them.                                                                                                                

However, what they are really asking is: If God is a God of life and love and compassion why 

did God create a world where such things can happen?      

Such questions and suggested answers are what is called in religious jargon ‘theodicy’ – the 

theology of good and evil. Basically, if God is all powerful and all good, then how could this 

all powerful and all good God allow such suffering and bad things to happen to anybody, let 

alone to good and innocent people. The argument against God goes like this. Either God 

must not be all good and loving, or that God is not all powerful. And, of course, it is not just 

about tsunamis, and terrorist violence, and natural catastrophes such as bushfires and 

floods and cyclones and tornadoes. What about the little children that are born with 

serious health problems and deformities, what about people stricken with aggressive 

cancers and other life-threatening illnesses, what about pandemics like the black plagues of 

medieval times or the Ebola virus and now the Covid-19 virus that is beginning to paralyze 

whole nations in lockdown.  

How does God allow such things to happen? But maybe the asking of this question is really 

seeking to avoid to avoid any personal accountability and responsibility for the world we 

have created? Earthquakes and Tsunamis do happen and we must learn to build better 



earthquake resistant buildings, and to not build too low to the ground in low lying coastal 

areas, and to not allow developers to cut corners and build dangerous structures. Terrorist 

violence arises out of long-held and deep-seated hatreds and economic and racial 

inequalities.  

Nevertheless, there is a lot of suffering in the world that still comes from just being created 

human and not being eternal. We do live in an unpredictable world. We do live in a world 

whose very uncertain nature demands of us to care and forgive, and to love others who 

may seem unlovable. Tragedy hits the rich and poor alike, the person of faith and of non-

faith alike. Life is a mixed bag of joy and happiness, of pain and suffering. The Gospel or 

Good News of Jesus Christ is that we can respond to such times of suffering in the strength 

and love and compassion that Jesus showed in his life.                                                                                                                                                       

Jesus tells us that being God does not mean that God can simply break into our world’s 

order and disrupt the balances of life to do the things we want when we want it. Bad things 

happen and we can often have some or even a lot of responsibility for these outcomes. And 

how do we know what is ultimately good for the whole cosmos of God’s creation and the 

evolution of our world itself? For instance, I presume it is a good thing that we have the 

gravitational force so that we do not fly off into the outer and airless orbits of space. 

However, gravity is not so good when we fall off a ladder, or a poorly constructed building 

collapses on people below. Gravity is good, but we have to wear some of the unfortunate 

consequences of us defying gravity often by our stupidity.                                                                                                                                           

In the birth, death and resurrection of Jesus, God reaches out to us in love, acknowledging 

the world’s all too real possibilities of violence, tragedy and suffering. Our God may be all-

powerful and all-knowing and all-loving, but these are attributes of God that can’t be 

power-played by us in the natural processes of life. We all can draw on the amazing gift of 

the Holy Spirit to give us strength and wisdom and courage and compassion and love to 

enable us to care for others in their times of need and to ourselves be able to transcend 

with hope, trust and grace all that life faces us with. We all have to live within life’s 

limitations. God does not randomly visit tragedy on people. We, in our thoughtlessness and 

brokenness visit it, or compound it, upon one another.  

Let us later take some simnel cake, lovingly baked by Lorraine and Jan, and see this as 

Christian love and hospitality and sharing in action, as we journey through our lives 

together supporting one another in Christ and as we responsibly and caringly negotiate the 

demands of the current viral crisis. 


